
Pleasure at your 
fingertips
Sex toys for a remote 
interactive experience.



Sexual health is a state of physical, emotional, 
mental and social well-being in relation to 

sexuality.

World Health Organisation
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Over 50% of 
couples would like 
to have (better) sex 
more often.

133M 
couples 
in Europe

95M  
couples 
in USA
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Our toys are designed for 

a shareable & interactive experience 

We digitalise common practices in sex therapy 

such as scheduling time to practice and setting 

objectives to measure progress.

Connect device via Bluetooth 

Set pleasure targets 

Set challenges together 

Play solo or add your partner for distance control 

Track sexual activity progress
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It’s never just the tip…

Our tips screen 

combines engaging 

audio and text 

content to analyse 

what consumers are 

interested in
•

We suggest 

challenges  

(new experiences) 

that encourage 

exploration
•



Subscription (2021 onwards): 
interactive video, audio and text

Get a free toy per year with every 

annual subscription: Silver (£99/yr) 

& Gold (£169/yr)

Basic free app: control, chat, 
activity tracking and tips

Toys and complementary 
product sales

Average unit cost for toys 

£15-25. RRP: £70-110

Business model
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Our first product was crowdfunded

Tooling, production of first 1,000 units, shipping & 

certification funded during Feb 2020 via                          .

Now selling via



Here’s a teaser (Pun intended!)

RRP: £79 

Margin: 83% 

Wearable 

Anatomically designed* 

that means it fits where it’s supposed to 

Discreet and waterproof 

Two motors to stimulate the right 

areas with extra power

Characteristics 

& margins 
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+100 testers 
love Ella

"It looks very appealing, 

elegant and classy. I also 

enjoy how many different 

vibrations there are…”

"I loved the fact that the 

orgasm was not followed by 

the rush of taking the product 

out quickly because of that 

uncomfortable moment, but I 

could actually leave it there."

"I mostly enjoyed it as a 

wearable vibrator, with my 

clothes on, since I did not 

have to use my hands at all 

and it was sitting nicely…”

"The shape is really 

comfortable and love 

that it vibrates both clit 

and labia…”

"I LOVED it.  

It ‘fits’ perfectly, it seemed it 

was custom designed for my 

body…”

100+ testers 

Loved Ella
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Sex tech is a $3o billion industry, The Guardian 

reported in 2017.Market research firm Statistics 

estimates the global sexual wellness market, 

including sex tech, will grow to $122.96 billion by 

2026. Chains like Walmart and Urban Outfitters 

are already stocking some sexual wellness 

products like lube and toys, according to Cole…

Recent stats show 15% of Americans use sex toy 

apps (such as app-controlled vibrators) as well 

as 12%of Brits and 10% of Australians. But 

experts predict they will become a major part of 

all of our sex lives over the coming years.

The sexual 

wellness market 

is thriving. 
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Our 

competitors

Long distance 

control

Encrypted 

chat

Interactive 

Content

Gamified 

Experiences

Female 

Focus



Alma Ramírez  
CEO | Co-founder 

Ex-Deliveroo 

Patricia Cervantes 
COO | Co-founder 

Ex-Accenture 

Elana Jeeaooo 
Design 

Ex-Google DeepMind

Behind the scenes
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What we’ve done so far

Q3/4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3/4 2019 Q1 2020

Incorporation of 

Vibio Ltd. 
Design iteration. 

1st testing round.

Pre-accelerator. 

FFWD London.

First vibrating 

prototype.  
2nd testing round.

Pre-launch 

campaign. 
Supplier 

agreements.

Raised £32,645 

via Kickstarter.



Our ask: 300K* 

£250K



alma@vibio.co.uk
@vibiotoys / 0771389600

Thank you!


